"Skin Fish" Project

The Promoter

The Blu Marine Service operates with the purpose to match the conservation of the territory and
the marine environment with the exigencies of the socio economical development; it's aim is to
actively transfer to companies operating in fishery aquacolture and environment sectors,
technical expertise and managing capabilities to be used for a responsible managing of the
productive process.

The main goal of the company is to insure a sustainable exploitation of the resources aiming at
the preservation of the occupational level and workers' income

Project overview

This project proves that fish is not only a valuable food source but can also provide raw material
for other more durable products, such as leather for clothing items. The project promotes the
tanning and multiple use of fish skin trasforming the raw material in different products.

In Italy the fish skin is an unused resource and there is very little knowledge of how it can be
exploited. The idea of the project was inspired by previous experience made in North Europe,
where the fish skin tanning tradition has been maintained.

The Fish Skin project is financed by the Italian Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry as part of the
"Initiative in support of the fishing industry" - in reference to the DM of 10.02.14. The main
objective of the project is to evaluate and explore the use of a current scrap of many fish
production, the skin of the fish.

In particular, the project aims to identify the skins on the Italian Fish market (both sea and fresh
water, both from domestic and foreign production) that may have an application in alternative
sectors such as clothing, footwear , fancy goods, accessories, and design in general.
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Is demonstrated by previous experiences in North Europe countries that fish is not only a
valuable food source, but it can also supply raw material for the creation of other more durable
products, such as

leather; for clothing, accessories, etc ..

The project has identified the main fish species that have the right caractheristics in order to be
tanned, exploiting alternative use of the skin, defining the technical features to be able to have
a product that can be treated (tanned), looking for companies in other sectors potentially
interested in the product and creating prototypes with materials obtained

Project objectives

The main objectives of the project are:

- identification of fish species that can have a skin for use in other productive sectors;
- definition of the methods and techniques for a possible collection of raw materials (fish
skin);
- obtaining samples of tanned fish skin;
- realization of some prototypes with the materials obtained;
- Search for companies in alternative sectors potentially interested; identifying which types
of products for which it is possible to use the material obtained;
- information to stakeholders in the sector of the results obtained and any opportunities
found.
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The project aims to provide new opportunities to the fisheries sector but not only, transforming a
scrap in a new material for many applications. The results achieved are in perfect alignment
with the objectives of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) that aims to a better use of the fishing
resources.

Project outcomes

It has opened up a new area of business within the craft sector, providing an opportunity for the
creation of new businesses and employment. Increased awareness of fish skin products and
their multiple applications will help to ensure the success of this new sector. While it is still too
early to say how many people will eventually find employment or generate extra revenue from
this activity, it is encouraging that several manifacture companies expressed a large interest in
developing business ideas around it, including the production of fish skin items to sell other
product lines that established companies are already selling. While the project has
demonstrated that fishermen can generate some additional revenue by utilizing what was
previously a by-product, the project has also benefited local artisans, who now have the
possibility to work with and benefit from a new local raw material: leather from fish skin.
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